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Abstract
We derived a relation between energy E and the reduced mass I1 0f the Schr6dinger operator
with magnetic vector potentials when the mass is su氏ciently small.
1. 1mtroduction
We derive a relation between mass and energy of the followlng Schr6dinger operator
with magnetic potentials.
[纏(書芸-aj)2+V]0-EO
where p is the reduced mass, aj (1 ≦ i ≦ 3) is the maglletic vector potential, V is the
potential and E is the energy elgenValue respectively.
In this paper we treat with the case in which aj lS constant and FHS SufBciently smalL
We will exploit the equation with respect to苦which we derived in our paper [5]･ We
consider potentials which have slngularity only at the orlgln.
2. Results
We consider the followlng Hamiltonian.
H(p,-請(書芸-aj)2･V, (1)
where aj is a real constant and V(I) are real valued functions over R3･ Firstly we state
the following assumptions on V(I)･
(Al) V(I) is a Cl(R3/(o)) function and there exist positive constants C, D and d >書
such that
where二r ∈ R3.
C
lv(･T)l≦郁+D
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Suppose that申(〟) is a normalized eigenfunction for H(〟) with eigenvalue E(FL)･
_生せ_エ
コ//　//
1 ∂tIJ 1
T　一二-+ニー
i∂xj　■　2p 5∑a冒せ+V(X)せ-EせI J   I ]-1
せ(I)面て市dx- 1
(2)
(3)
Now we are ready to state the following equation derived in our paper [5]･
Theorem 1 ln addition to assumptions (Al), let the potential V(I) satisfy the
followlng condition.
(A2) Thereexist constants Ml ≧ 0 and M2 > 0 suchthat
lG(I)I ≦Ml lV(I)I+M2
∂Vし′ I
G(I)-∑X偏
where
Then for any real number α
dE(FL)　2(2α - 1)
dp　　　(2p)2
(△中, Qr)
4(α-
(2〃)2
3
蒜吉a,'-冒(G'沸せ)
(4)
(5)
(6)
By exploiting the above equation, We are golng tO derive a relation between mass 〟
and eigenvaluc E when mass is very small. First we need the followlng lemma.
Lemma Under assumption (Al) and (A2) for any El > 0 and E2 > 0 there exists a
positive number 〃o such that
3
ト△申,せ)≦(1+el)∑a,?+E2　for　〃<po
j-1
Proof Since equation (6) holds for any α, one sees
一志(-上古,S(a昔申)一三(G(-)-0
(7)
A1 田■肌以
中
空 町l  l ･ c J
. ( .〞
α
同t膚柑u
- ∑付
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Therefore
麦(a昔申)
Putting α - 0 in equation (6), one gets
-(△せ,せ)-p(a(I)中,せ)
蒜(△-+詰責(a昔o)一志吉a,?
3
Consequently
･2警-去(△-,十善(a,書芸サ主立a,?
j-1
Combining equation (8) with equation (9), one sees
･2警-去(△--p(a(-)一芸套a,?
since T is non-positive as was shown in l5], one gets
3
-(△申,申)≦2〃(G(I)0,せ)+∑ a,2
j-1
(8)
(9)
(10)
日日
Under assumption(Al) and (A2) there exist positive constants Cl, Dl and d >芸such that
LG(I)I≦品･Dl
Then we have
3
-(△せ,せ)≦ 18Cl〃(△Qr,せ)+2〃Dl+∑ a,?
j-1
Here we have used the following Well-known inequality.
/R3掛X ≦ 4麦/R3
We get by inequality (12) that
3
-[118Cl〃](△中,申)≦2〃Dl+∑ a,?
j-1
(12)
(13)
(14)
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This completes the proof of the lemma.
Theorem 2　Under assumption (Al) and (A2) there exist positive numbers Ilo, N
and a positive increasing function J(p) such that
E(p)-誓IN for 〟
whereO<〃<〃0.
Proof It follows from (2) and (9) that
E･p芸-(V-)
Using inequality (13), we see by assumption (Al) that
L(V(I)せ,中)I <_4C(-△せ,せ)+D
It, follows from the lemma above that
3
l(V(I)せ,せ)L≦4C(1+El)∑ a,?+4CE2+D
3-1
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
That means that (V(I)せ, tF) is bounded for sufBciently small p･ Consequently there exist
positive numbers po, N such that
(V(I)せ,中)> -N for O<〃<FLo
Now we introduce a function J(p) as follows･
J(p) ≡ FIE(IJ) +N
(19)
(20)
It follows from (16) and (20) that岩is positive･ Next we are going to show that J(p) is
positive. Suppose that ∫(〟) is not positive, one has
pE(p)+N≦O
Considering that E(IL) is not smaller than (Vせ,せ) by equation (16), one sees that the
above inequality leads a contradiction with inequality (19) for sufnciently small p･
We have thus proved the theorem.
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